Camp Artifact Leader Responsibilities

Introduction
As the camp artifact leader, you are an integral part of the monthly camp meetings. There are many resources: ISDUP Artifact book, ISDUP Sampler book, local DUP museum and artifacts owned by members. Part of honoring our pioneer heritage is learning about the items they used, loved and treasured. Serving as the artifact leader is an opportunity to educate camp members about the many resources to showcase artifacts and their importance. (Note: ISDUP no longer provides annual Stories from the Museum to be used for artifact presentation materials.)

ISDUP Bylaws
This is an appointed position.

Responsibilities
1. Give Opportunities to Camp Members to Share a Personal Artifact and Its History
2. Present Artifacts found in ISDUP Artifact or Sampler Books Available from ISDUP
3. Obtain Artifact Information from Any DUP Museum
4. Perform Other Duties as Assigned by the Camp Captain
5. Use Only Current Forms and Information Found at ISDUP.org
   - Artifact Information in the International Section of the President’s Packet
   - ISDUP Artifacts from the Pioneer Memorial Museum Book (purchase from on-line store at ISDUP.org)
   - ISDUP Sampler Book (purchase from on-line store at ISDUP.org)